Intraoperative ultrasound score to predict recurrent hepatocellular carcinoma after radical treatments.
Despite the high complete necrosis rate of radio-frequency ablation (RFA) or the complete removal following curative hepatic resection (HR), recurrent hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) remains a significant problem. The aim of the study is to identify some intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS) patterns, predicting intrahepatic recurrences. From January 1997 to July 2009, 410 patients with HCC were treated (162 HR and 248 RFA through a surgical access). All patients were submitted to IOUS examination: 148 IOUS were performed during the laparotomic access while 262 IOUS were performed during the laparoscopic access. Primary HCC was classified according to diameter, HCC pattern (nodular or infiltrative), echogenicity (hyper- or hypo-echoic), echotexture (homogeneous or inhomogeneous), capsular invasion, mosaic pattern, nodule in nodule aspect and infiltration of portal vessels. Number of HCC nodules was also considered. Multivariate analysis (Cox model) was performed to determine features associated with recurrent HCC using IOUS patterns that independently predicted recurrent HCC, a IOUS score was developed. The patients were followed for 3-127 months, (median follow-up: 21.5 months). In 220 patients (54%), intrahepatic recurrences occurred. In 155 patients (38%), distant intrahepatic recurrences arose in different segments at the primary tumor site. In 65 HCC cases (16%), local recurrences were found. At multivariate analysis, multiple nodules, HCC diameter (>20 mm), HCC pattern (infiltrative), hyperechoic nodule and portal infiltration were statistically significant for risk factor of intrahepatic recurrences. Therefore, a IOUS scoring system was calculated on the basis of multivariate analysis and identified three risk categories of patients: in group 1 recurrences occurred in 37%, group 2 in 46% and group 3 in 66% (p = 0.0001). IOUS is an accurate staging tool during "surgical" procedures. This study showed an added value of IOUS: it permitted to identify ultrasound patterns, which can predict the risk of HCC recurrences. The calculated IOUS score permits to intraoperatively evaluate the actual surgical choice and to program the best treatment strategies during the follow-up period.